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STUDENT SENATE 
SESSION XXXVII – MEETING 12 

December 6th, 2015 – 6:00PM – Paul College Room 165 
AGENDA 

 
I. CALL TO ORDER: 6:05 

 
II. ROLL CALL 

 
III.  COMMUNICATIONS 

A. Senators and Guests 
i. Athletics Fee- Marty Scarano:  

1. Cam: I will present really quickly and try to keep this 
as brief as possible. As you can see in the sheet is one 
of the actuals of what athletics are operating. There 
are two lines, actuals and current. As you look at the 
numbers, most of them are standard to last year, this 
is based on givens that need to exist such as salary 
and benefits, the increases that you see are dictated 
by standards set by the university. Currently the 
athletics fee is 1,020 dollars for students and it is 
being proposed as 1,043 dollars 

2. Marty- we have been very responsible with the 
budget, we aspire to be good in athletics as you all 
know, we treat our student athletes as students first, I 
have always looked at the student body as our 
biggest stakeholders, it is a privelage that you guys 
allow us to do what we do, wer are opening up this 
new stadium, we need to monetize this new stadium 
and generate more revenue, if we do what we think 
we are going to do with this new stadium the revenue 
will increase. This is about business as well as doing a 
good job for students.  

3. Shannon- are these expenses are these the same 
expenses that are following under the rec center? 
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4. Marty-  
5. There is not a cent of student fees for student 
6. Silas- you mentioned reseating the whit, what are 

your plans?  
7. We want to fill the whit, we want more people to 

attend games 
8. Shannon- what are you going to do to fill the seats?  
9. To get a better team, Mike Suiza who was a alumn is 

going to be the next coach, this will be a great thing 
for the hockey team, we need to work on marketing 
and to get it more attractive for people for buying 
tickets 

10. James- what is your take on your budget for 
advertisement? 

11. A lot more social media, we have been doing a lot but 
we want to do more, we don’t use a lot of print and 
radio/ broadcasting, we want to bring a new 
demographic to the games.   

12. James- with the demographic in the area, those areas 
are where you are going to seek advertisements, 
would it be cheaper to go with a media network?  

13. We work with some, but youre right, we need to focus 
on the seacoast, east of Manchester.  

14. Chris- with the new football stadium, are you 
confident that you can fill your seats?  

15. We will have club seats, premium seats, they are well 
priced, we have box seats, and then we have the 40s, 
and then we want to be called every man’s stadium, 
there will be a lot of different, affordable pricing. This 
is a branding opportunity for the university, we can 
host tournaments that will present UNH in a different 
way 

16. Zach- how will the stadium effect student seating? 
17. It will be the same as always, we have the end zone 

seating, we deciding last year that we were going to 
keep that section for the students, in the back of the 
“dungeon” will be an infinity area that will be just for 
students, bring in a DJ, Monster, etc 

18. Aaron- how much revenue will be in the new stadium? 
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19. We will probably have 9,000 tickets for sale per game. 
Everything we do, we keep track of 

20. What kind of attendance do we draw from other 
campuses? Could we get a bus?  

21. The turnout is minimal, we have tried before and it 
has been difficult,  

22. Lincoln- it is a very different demographic, we are 
trying to rebrand that, but the demographic is 
completely off right now.  

23. Marty- graduate students also have to pay for a ticket 
because they don’t pay the fee 

Shannon- Hetle hall will be having a holiday party you all are inivited 
B. Graduate Student Senate 

i. Not in attendance 
C. Liaison to Administration 

i. Not in attendance  
D. Senate Executive Board 

i.  Doug: Hello, it has been quite a day, I do have one personal 
thing that I will say now, I have talked to some of you 
already, I am going to make an official announcement that I 
will be running for Durham Town Council, that election is 
March.   

ii.  Amanda: Finals are coming up, during the week of finals you 
are not required to office hours, keep the office as more of a 
study area, good luck with the last week of classes! 

iii.  Emerson: Primal Scream Dec. 14, 8:40PM at in 7:45PM in the 
Senate office I will make a banner, please help there will be 
ice cream 

1. Lincoln- this is actually a fairly good tradition, it is a 
lot of fun, you scream as long as you can in the 
library.   

iv.  Abby: For those of you who have not been here SAFC will be 
meeting on Fridays during common exam time, the student 
org weekly email will be going through the TVs and table 
tents. We had a small meeting this past week, Mask and 
Dagger is now putting on the Show Carry- come see it next 
semester.  

v.  Alex: No new communications 
vi.  Chris: No new communications 
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vii.  Sarra: No new communications 
viii.  Justin: We are brainstorming for discovery improvements.  
ix.  Zach: we have four resolutions from my council tonight, we 

have had some productive meetings this semester 
x.  Community Dev: There is one resolution from me tonight, 

other than that there will not be a meeting for my council 
this week.  

xi. Danny- No meeting this week, next semester we will be 
doing a lot of work, I am working on more resolutions with 
Zach and JP.  

xii.  External: no new communications 
xiii.  Allison- the two sororities Alpha Sigma Alpha and Alpha 

Gamma Delta, there will be an open presentation in March 
xiv.  Health and Wellness- there is a blood drive this week, you 

should really donate, there is a flu clinic on Wednesday, 
council we will have our meeting at 8 there will be food, if 
you did not give me something for the to do list please email 
me two things 

xv.  Judicial- we will be having a meeting it will be short, for the 
general assembly, you will see a lot more going on with my 
council 

xvi. Colleen- I officially have basic training dates, I will not be a 
student here for next semester, I want to say that the 
position is wonderful and any first year should try to do it  

1. Cam- 1, we will be holding a new election and 2, let’s 
give Colleen a round of applause.  

E. Student Trustee 
i. No new communications 

F. Student Body Vice President 
i. No new communications 

G. Student Body President 
i. A lot on the agenda, everyone speak up 

H. Student Senate Speaker 
i. We will be having aour last meeting of the semester on 

Friday, 2:10 on Friday, it is a regular senate meeting.  
1. Reswan- what if you have lab?  
2. Talk to Amanda but if you have a good reason you 

need to find an informed proxy.  
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ii. We also have some personel changes, Conor will no longer 
be the BM, in the interim Lincoln will be the new BM.  

iii. Zach- if you are on my council please show up to my 
meeting.  

 
IV. NEW BUSINESS 

A. XXXVII- 3.11- Removal of Senators 
B. XXXVII- 2.12- Approval of Senators 
C. XXXVII- 33- Removal of Election Committee Members 
D. XXXVII- 34- Approval of Election Committee Members 
E. XXXVII- R7- Access to Waste and Recycling Receptacles 
F. XXXVII- R17- Educational Programming for Medical Amnesty 
G. XXXVII- R18- Bringing Back Fall Academic Break 
H. XXXVII- R19- Aide to Accessible Students  
I. XXXVII- R20- Wireless Access at Campus Bus Stops 
J. XXXVII- R21- Event Organization and Weekend Cleanup 

Management 
K. XXXVII- R22- Student Involvement in the Town of Durham 
L. XXXVII- 35- Removal of Campus Structure Chairperson 
M. XXXVII- 36- Approval of Campus Structure Chairperson 

 
V. OTHER BUSINESS 

 
VI. ADJOURNMENT 

 
 

Student Senate Bill XXXVII – 3.11 Removal of Senators 
Introduced by: Executive Officer, Amanda Barba 
Date: December 6th, 2015 
 
Be it enacted by the Student Senate of the University of New Hampshire to 
remove the following individuals as Student Senators for the remainder of 
session XXXVII: 
 
Senate Action: No action  
Speaker Verification:  
 

Student Senate Bill XXXVII – 2.12 Approval of Senators 
Introduced by: Executive Officer, Amanda Barba 
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Date: December 6th, 2015 
 
Be it enacted by the Student Senate of the University of New Hampshire to 
approve the following individuals as Student Senators for the remainder of 
session XXXVII: 
 
Senate Action: No action 
Speaker Verification:  

 
Student Senate Bill XXXVII – 33 Removal of Election Committee Members 

Introduced by: Student Senate Speaker, Gabe Hoffman 
Date: December 6th, 2015 
 
Be it enacted by the Student Senate of the University of New Hampshire to 
remove the following individuals as members of the Election Committee for the 
remainder of session XXXVII: 
 
Cameron Cook  
Ryan Grogan  
Silas Richards  
 
Jesse- I do not remember if I was on this committee?  
Doug- I am not  
Senate Action: Passes Unanimously with 4 Abstentions  
Speaker Verification:  

 
Student Senate Bill XXXVII – 34 Approval of Election Committee Members 

Introduced by: Student Senate Speaker, Gabe Hoffman 
Date: December 6th, 2015 
 
Be it enacted by the Student Senate of the University of New Hampshire to 
approve the following individuals as members of the Election Committee for the 
remainder of session XXXVII: 
 
Shannon O’Hara  
Brennan Pouliout 
Nick DiStaso  
Jake Adams  
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Gabe- I am mostly pitching this for first years, if you are interested in running the 
elections 
Ryan- is there not a requirement for this committee to function?  
Gabe- this is about advertising and meetings, 
Doug- you get to know who won the election before anyone?  
 
Senate Action: Passes Unanimously  
Speaker Verification:  
 

Student Senate Resolution XXXVII – 7 Access to Waste and Recycling 
Receptacles 

Introduced by: Campus Structure Chairperson, Zachary Dumont 
Date: December 6th, 2015 
 
Whereas, the University of New Hampshire strives to become a more sustainable 
institute, in terms of both its carbon footprint and its effect on local ecosystems, 
and  
 
Whereas, the University of New Hampshire’s negative impact on its local 
environment will inhibit its ability to reach the sustainability goals that have been 
set forth, and 
 
Whereas, litter has become a key issue in the University’s ability to reduce its 
environmental impact, including but not limited to runoffs that flow into College 
Brook Ravine and Oyster River, and 
 
Whereas, a significant portion of the University’s impact can be drastically, if not 
completely, reduced by the improvement of the collection of waste and 
recyclable materials, and 
 
Whereas, litter can be easily disposed of through the use of waste and recycling 
bins if they are strategically placed throughout the campus, and 
 
Whereas, the current number of receptacles on the Durham campus is not 
enough to meet the needs of the student body, thereby aggravating the littering 
problem, and 
 
Whereas, the lack of receptacles can be an inconvenience, leading students to 
litter instead of seeking out the proper bin, and 
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Whereas, an increased number of receptacles can lead to a reduction in the 
number of staff members required to clean up the campus after the weekend, 
therefore 
 
Be it resolved by the Student Senate of the University of New Hampshire that the 
Facilities Department increase the number of refuse and recycling bins, and 
 
Be it further resolved that the Facilities Department place receptacles in the 
following locations: 
 

• Parking and Transportation Center 
• B Lot, at the entrance along McDaniel Drive 
• E/E1 Lot 
• F Lot 
• Stoke Parking Lot 
• Mitchell Way Bus Stop 
• Outside Hubbard Hall, between Christiansen Hall and Hubbard Hall 
• At the rear entrance of the Memorial Union Building, near the ramp 
• Along the sidewalk outside Nesmith Hall, on main street, near the Amtrak 

bridge 
• Along the driveway to the Memorial Union Building, where the brick path 

meets the driveway 
• Near the large wooden bridge on the path to Horton from the rear of the 

Memorial Union Building 
• Outside the Minis, behind Richardson and at the center of cul-de-sac 
• Near the activity courts next to Christiansen Hall 
• Along the path between Kingsbury Hall and Morse Hall, preferably under the 

foot bridge 
• Along Colovos Road, under the Amtrak bridge 

 
Zach: my committee went through the campus and looked at where there is not 
enough bins, we looked into how more bins could help  
Allision- I support this bill 80% of all plastics in the ocean are put in the ocean by 
things being blown into them 
Doug- is this how you spell Christensen  
Sam- point of order, is a friendly amend outside of the Mills to this list?  
Stands 
Aaron- can I friendly amend Amtrack to rail road  
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Stands 
 
Senate Action: Passes Unanimously  
Speaker Verification:  
 

Student Senate Resolution XXXVII – 17 Educational Programming for 
Medical Amnesty 

Introduced by: Community Development Chairperson, Matthew Reuter 
Date: December 6th, 2015 
 
Whereas, the consumption of alcohol is a habitual activity that students may 
participate in at the University of New Hampshire, and 
 
Whereas, over-consumption of alcohol may lead to serious and life-threatening 
conditions, and 
 
Whereas, the University of New Hampshire has a medical amnesty policy in place, 
and 
 
Whereas, this policy allows a student to use medical amnesty once in their 
educational career at the University of New Hampshire, and 
 
Whereas, this policy also allows a friend of a student to call on behalf of that 
student, and 
 
Whereas, Cornell University conducted a related study which showed that a 
significant amount of students failed to report a serious situation due to their lack 
of knowledge regarding medical amnesty, and1 
 
Whereas, Cornell University implemented an updated policy aimed to educate 
students about medical amnesty, and1 
 
Whereas, Cornell University saw a decrease in the amount of students that failed 
to use medical amnesty in situations where medical amnesty was necessary1, 
therefore 
 
                                                 
1http://www.gannett.cornell.edu/cms/pdf/aod/upload/Safety1stcornellMedamnes
ty.pdf 
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Be it resolved by the Student Senate of the University of New Hampshire that 
educational programming on medical amnesty be increased so that students may 
better recognize situations where the use of medical amnesty is necessary, and 
act in those situations. 
 
Matt- so this came up in conversation so I have been working with several groups 
to see if there is a necessity to implement a new medical amnesty policy in place, 
the expansion/update version of the resolution will be coming up next semester, 
this is just a push for more education, in studies/survies that were sent out in 
UNH community, and most said that they were not aware of medical amnesty   
JP- who will this be directed if passed?  
Faculty senate and higher ups 
Cam- medical amnesty is in the SRR.  
 
Senate Action: Passes unanimously  
Speaker Verification:  
 

Student Senate Resolution XXXVII – 18 Bringing Back Fall Academic Break 
Introduced by: Health and Wellness Chairperson, Emily Counts 
Date: December 6th, 2015 
 
Whereas, there is currently no break from the beginning of the academic term 
until Veterans Day on November 11, and 
 
Whereas, 77.6% of college students have moderate stress and 10.4% of college 
students have severe stress levels, and 
 
Whereas, 8 in 10 college students say they have sometimes or frequently 
experience stress in their daily lives over the past three months, and 
 
Whereas, forcing yourself to continue your studies while taking care of yourself, 
prevents you from getting the most out of your education, and 
 
Whereas, 30% of students have either gone to counseling or seriously considered 
going to counseling, and 
 
Whereas, taking time off recharges your productivity and ability to perceive new 
direction, and 
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Whereas, students who experience time off will return with a renewed sense of 
excitement pertaining to their academic schedule, and 
 
Whereas, taking a day off will increase your physical health, foster closer family 
relations, create new perspectives, contribute to increased mental power, lower 
your chances of burnout, and improve mental health, and 
 
Whereas, Plymouth State University and Keene State University have a fall break, 
therefore 
 
Be it resolved by the Student Senate of the University of New Hampshire to ask 
the registrar’s office to bring back fall break.   
 
Emily- most of you are freshman in this room, Fall break used to be the Monday 
after fall break off, it got removed this year and was moved to the Wednesday 
before Thanksgiving, I would love to see this be brought back.  
Silas- so I want to say I love this, if this resolution that this passes, is there a way 
to know if the day before Thanksgiving not be taken off the holiday list? 
Emily- I will fight my hardest 
Cam- friendly amend that the registrar’s office be capitalized 
Jake- I asked my constituents about this, will it impact when we get out?  
Cam- no because this deals with a schedule that is already determined for 
semester 
Jake- How long do you expect the break to be?  
One day 
Amend- friendly amend after registrars office and falculty senate 
Zach- I have mixed feelings about this resolution, when senate was discussing 
this last year, it was a concern that students like to start drinking earlier, I am 
concerned that students will not use this for the right stress relief 
Jon- looking at the where as for the 8 in 10 college students, don’t you think that 
statistic is kind of silly, it is obviously, I just think that you made your point with 
the first where as, would you feel more comfortable removing that?  
Emily- reads in change  
Lincoln- a comment was made earlier that someone did not believe that activites 
that were being held in the past were not appropriate,  I want to remind everyone 
that we work for people and do not tell people how to live.  
James- this is pretty cool that we have on a Friday night off, I would like to know 
how many more arrests on a Friday or Saturday nights?  
Sams- those statistics are calculated by week?  
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Cam- Saturday evening is the night of concern, Friday nights are not as common 
Lincoln- I am trying to find where that statistics came from, is that on the a 
separate page?  
I have all the statistics, I forgot to get the website last week,  
Silas- I am a huge fan of this, it breaks up the semester, a lot of people who live 
locally usually go home and do laundry I am going to really encourage people to 
vote yay on this 
Cam- I also like this idea, the only thing I will say I think that if it were to come 
down to having this or the Wednesday off before thanksgiving, I would feel more 
comfortable insuring that both days will be off 
Lincoln- a) very disappointed that there are no citations on this, these statistics 
could have come from a fifth day research study, b) I would never vote for this 
unless there was a garuntee like Mr. Kenney said 
Cam- I would like to motion to table this to Friday’s meeting so the author can 
get the proper citation  

 
 
 
Senate Action: Tabled to Friday  
Speaker Verification:  
 

Student Senate Resolution XXXVII – 19 An Aid to Accessible Students 
Introduced by: Campus Structure Chairperson, Zachary Dumont 
Date: December 6th, 2015 
 
Whereas, in conversing with students registered with the University of New 
Hampshire Disability Services, and finding that many are late or cannot get to 
their classes due to the excessive snow and poor clearance of stairs, ramps and 
pathways, and  
 
Whereas, according to the American Disabilities Act Section 4.5.1 “Ground and 
floor surfaces along accessible routes and in accessible rooms and spaces including 
floors, walks, ramps, stairs, and curb ramps, shall be stable, firm, slip-resistant…2”, 
and  
 
Whereas, “People who have difficulty walking or maintaining balance or who use 
crutches, canes, or walkers, and those with restricted gaits are particularly sensitive 

                                                 
2 United States Access Board. ADAAG - United States Access Board. United States Access Board, 1 Sept. 
2002. 
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to slipping and tripping hazards. For such people, a stable and regular surface is 
necessary for safe walking, particularly on stairs.3”, therefore 
 
Be it resolved by the Student Senate of University of New Hampshire, that the 
University of New Hampshire Facilities Department reevaluate their snow removal 
procedures so that most, if not all, stairs, ramps, and pathways be treated and 
cleared prior to the start of each academic day, and  
 
Be it further resolved that the University of New Hampshire Facilities Department 
reevaluate their snow removal procedures so that these stairs, ramps, and 
pathways are continuously maintained throughout the months where snow and 
ice may accumulate, and 
 
Be it further resolved that the University of New Hampshire Facilities Department 
create a central accessible route that leads from accessible dorms to main 
academic buildings, which will be cleared first before the start of the day and 
after each snowfall, and 
 
Be it further resolved that the University of New Hampshire Facilities Department 
create a work-study program in order to hire students that can assist with snow 
removal. 
 
Zach- this resolution was originally as a template for facilities as a concern for 
students with dissablities who were not able to get to their classes on time, we 
would like to insure that there is one central or two paths that students can use 
that will bring people to the central areas  
Silas- what do you mean by this line?  
Zach- we want them to do that in part in their regulations that their students will 
be able to go to  
Silas- in order to open the university, all the routes need to be open 
No  
Is there currently a work study?  
Zach- no, there is a budget for this, the thought was that if we were able to get a 
work study for this it would be helpful, I am hoping to get a formal bylaw going 
for this 
Cam- POI the conversations that we had was with the current,  
Lincoln- you refuted Mr. Richards point, could you cite your refutation?  
Zach- bump ryan 
                                                 
3 United States Access Board. 
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Ryan- from my understanding that is not how it has to be, there just has to be 
one path, that is from my understanding 
Lincoln- we do not have to have all fire exits clear for the university to be open?  
Zach- I took that as every path not every entrance  
I know that ROTC does a work study for shoveling, would you pair with that? 
Ryan- Cam and I met with Bill and we talked about this, he mentioned that he 
worked with ROTC and he said he wanted to expand that 
Conor- this has actually been on the campus structure to do list for a long time, I 
am commending Zach to get to this, this is huge.  
 
 
Senate Action: Passes Unanimously  
Speaker Verification:  
 
Student Senate Resolution XXXVII – 20 Wireless Access at Campus Bus Stops 
Introduced by: Campus Structure Chairperson, Zachary Dumont 
Date: December 6th, 2015 
Whereas, the University of New Hampshire serves over “_____” passengers daily 
through its Transportation Services Department, and 
 
Whereas, the bulk of these passengers utilize the campus connectors routes, 
running from the Cottages of Durham, to Hetzel Hall, and the backside of 
campus, and 
 
Whereas, the University of New Hampshire Transportation Services Department 
offers live bus tracking, up-to-date arrival predictions, and stop closure 
announcements through NextBus, and 
 
Whereas, NextBus can be accessed both through the Transportation Services 
website and the University of New Hampshire mobile app, and 
 
Whereas, students during their daily commute are expected to utilize campus 
resources on the Internet through sites such as Blackboard and WildcatLink, and 
 
Whereas, Internet connectivity at on-campus bus stops is unreliable, and 
 
Whereas, students have expressed a desire to be able to access the Internet at 
bus stops, and 
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Whereas, current technology exists at some bus stops on-campus, allowing 
access to the Internet for parking enforcement employees, therefore 
 
Be it resolved by the Student Senate of the University of New Hampshire that the 
University of New Hampshire Transportation Services Department and 
Information Technology Services collaborate in order to expand current Internet 
access at on-campus bus stops, and 
 
Be it further resolved that this improvement to wireless Internet access by 
completed by the start of the 2017 - 2018 academic year. 
 
Zach- this resolution was drafted after a conversation with Dirk Timmons, a lot of 
students expressed that they did not like how they could not access bus timings 
around campus, he put this on my agenda for so they could explore this new 
technology 
Lincoln- where as during their daily commuted are expected to utilize? Is that a 
friendly amendment?  
Lincolnp- if Mr. Timmons wanted this to happen why did he not make it on his 
agenda? 
Zach- he likes to have the student body behind him 
Lincoln- would you be willing to change that line?  
Zach- can we write in expect to 
Sam- I like this idea, my only concern is that it is on campus, I think of the 
commuters who need to use this are the people who are commuiting from 
Portsmouth?  
If we added internet connection, we are our own internet provider on campus, we 
would not be able to have internet unless we used another provided.  
Zach-  this would target areas like West edge .  
Jon- how many stops are you looking to add this to?  
That would have to be worked out with IT and Dirk Timmons, I know that 
thoughout my daily commute that there are three areas that have no internet, 
Jon- you are not looking to add them to the ones going to dover and 
Portsmouth, just the UNH ones? Not the cottages>  
Zach- the cottages would be tricky, west edge would be a great place to 
implement this, it would look at where a higher amount of passengers use the 
bus and where there is not currently wifi 
James- during my time in the military I worked a lot on IT, these spots will require 
a lot of maintenece, will we be able to get more information on how IT will 
maintain and repair this station 
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Zach- I don’t have any specific information about that, i know that the 
whittemore bus stops and others who have the signs up have to utilize internet, 
this will fold up in a conversation on feasibility.  
Sam- I am not sure if you will be able to answer this, costs?  
Zach- I don’t have costs, this is a resolution to start a conversations 
I know the indoor costs was about $150/month/router, that is the standard costs 
Justin-could you speak to the first statistic?  
This number was derived by a crazy number of spread sheets from the head of 
wildcat transit, they count every single person who gets on  
Aaron- what sort of data do we have on what sort of data is being used at these 
stops, what is the demand for this?  
Zach- I have not gone through and seen the type of usage, as a bus driver I see 
people who use the internet or are using devices while waiting at the bus stops 
Most of the courses for IT need wifi 
Silas- have there been any discussions for protection on vandalism?  
I am not aware of vandelisim at thebus stops, 
Lincoln-  where are we as a university for full coverage wifi?  
The IT department is interesting position as you are all aware, wifi is not always 
the best on campus, from my understanding the technology is already out there 
and they just need to boost it 
James- I think this a cool idea, I am concerned for the cost for this and the man 
power, and maintnece I think the money would be better spent on something 
else 
Jon- I don’t have  avote on this but they pretty much don’t care about this 
(Congreve), I don’t see any numbers on this as of students who would want to 
use this, I would urge you to vote no so we are not putting research into 
something no one wants 
Lincoln- this is a great number, I would like to point out that double that number 
go through the MUB each day and the WIFI in the MUB is poor, I would love to 
see more money be thrown in the MUB direction. Full campus wifi is right on the 
top of the list, so pursuing a plan for the bus stops is not really a great plan, a 
push on the full campus wifi would solve this issue.  
Chris- I want to mention that I live at the cottages, they have wifi all over the 
cottages, I agree that no one is really using their laptops on the bus, I don’t think 
the money would be going to the best  
Abby- I would like to remind the body that a resolution is not an end all be all 
way to alloacate funds 
Lincoln- if I read this right, (reads be it resolved)? Not read as a formal  
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Nate- after having visted the cottages on weekends, and of being a friend who 
gets the uber, connecting to the cottages wifi is very difficult,  
Chris- point of information if you are leasing with them you are able to register  
Colleen- Lincoln- I would like to say that my thoughts that it would be nice to 
investigate this but we should be throwing our weignt behind full campus wifi 
James- how do you feel about prioritizing other places such as campus wide wifi? 
Zach- it is handled at two different departments this will e handled through 
transportation services, this is just a way to give dirk and everyone else to take a 
look at this.  
Abby- would you be open to changing or taking out that last line 
Colleen- Lincoln, how do you feel the transportation dept and this intiative?  
Lincoln- I really like Dirk, I think he would be more than understanding if we 
wrapped him in the larger picture 
Cam- I motion to remove the last be it resolved  
I don’t want to see the conversation be removed completely  
 Zach- I would recommend you all vote in favor 

Colleen- do you think if we put them in the bus stops and that we had wifi 
for the whole campus that would be a waste of money?  
Zach- from my experience you could only boost the wifi so far, for instance 
the the T-Hall bus stop I cannot get a wifi bus stop, I think we would have 
to strategically look at this 
Passes unanimously 

Peter- this is not something that is competing to compete with all on campus 
wifi, this would be orders of magnitudes cheaper, this is not a threat or 
substitution for all campus wif, IT will need a lot of resources to pull this off.  
Zach- I would encourage you to look at this not as a demand, I am a bus driver 
and I hear students complain about this every day, I think it worth noting that not 
everyone has smart phone or data packages on their phone 
Aaron- I live on campus, reading this and thinking long term, I think this is 
contrary to the direction and I think that this takes vialble resources aware 
Zach- can you speak to the direction that transit needs to go in?  
To transit not wifi 
Zach-Can you specify issues that they should focus on? 
Aaron-Running more buses to west edge and gables, on how I and my peers use 
the transit this would be more helpful to me 
 
Senate Action: Fails with 14 Nays and 8 Ayes and 1 abstention  
Speaker Verification:  
 



“Experience is the teacher of all things.” 
-Julius Caesar 

 

Student Senate Resolution XXXVII – 21 Event Organization and Weekend 
Cleanup Management 

Introduced by: Campus Structure Chairperson, Zachary Dumont 
Date: December 6th, 2015 
 
Whereas, the University of New Hampshire welcomed approximately 15,000 
students, faculty, and staff to the campus this fall semester, and 
 
Whereas, the University of New Hampshire has approximately 7,500 on-campus 
student residents, and 
 
Whereas, the fall semester hosts several large scale events including but not 
limited to: Homecoming weekend, Halloween, and sports events, and 
 
Whereas, these events have led to a prolonged increase in campus population, 
outside the number of on-campus residents, which has required greater resource 
management by police departments, both local and state, the fire department, 
and administrators, and  
 
Whereas, these events have also led to large scale post-event clean up by the 
University of New Hampshire Facilities Department and the Ground and Events 
Department, therefore 
 
Be it resolved, by the Student Senate of the University of New Hampshire that the 
student body extends its sincerest thanks to the University of New Hampshire 
Police and Fire Departments, as well as the police departments and officers 
serving outside the Town of Durham, who lent their support in managing campus 
visitors during our festivities, and 
 
Be it further resolved, that the student body also extends it its thanks to the 
Department of Facilities and Grounds & Events for an effective and expedited 
clean up after every weekend and University sanctioned event. 
 
Zach- it is customary through senate that we send out a thanks from the student 
body to the university for expediting clean ups through the fall semester 
 
Senate Action: Passes unanimously  
Speaker Verification:  
 



“Experience is the teacher of all things.” 
-Julius Caesar 

 

Student Senate Resolution XXXVII – 22 Student Involvement in the Town of 
Durham 

Introduced by: External Affairs Chairperson, Jonathan Dean 
Date: December 6th, 2015 
 
Whereas, historically the Town of Durham and the University of New Hampshire 
in Durham have had a working relationship, and 
 
Whereas, this relationship has fluctuated over the years in quality of 
communication and collaboration, and 
 
Whereas, the Town of Durham and the University have multiple mutual interests 
and both could gain from better communication and collaboration, and 
 
Whereas, improved communication and collaboration would lead to better 
policies for students, and 
 
Whereas, improved communication and collaboration would lead to increased 
town satisfaction with UNH student conduct, therefore 
 
Be it resolved by the Student Senate of the University of New Hampshire to work 
to have a stable structure, that can transition from year-to-year, that allows for 
student involvement on town committees and boards that can be tracked by the 
Town of Durham, and 
 
Be it further resolved that the External Affairs Council Chair work with the Town 
Administrator and UNH administration to get annual students seats on the 
Durham Planning Board, Durham Energy Committee, Durham Rental Housing 
Commission and any other committees relevant to students. 
 
Jon- basically, I have had conversations with administrations and people who 
work in the town about involvement with students and the town, we have had a 
problesm and great successes in the past, the only way that we can continue to 
have student input, this is just another way for students to be more involved with 
that 
Abby- friendly amend to annual student seats or student’s seats 
Lincoln- have we reached out the graduate students about this? 
No 
Brennan- has their been a coordination with doug about this?? 



“Experience is the teacher of all things.” 
-Julius Caesar 

 

No I was not aware of Doug running, this more of a push for student involvement 
Colleen- the people who would be serving on this board be on your committee? 
Not necessarily, it would be through a bylaw change that would put someone, 
most likely under the external affairs committee, there is no reason for us to do 
the work and put in the effort to pursue something like this, we need people 
willing to fit them.  
Brennan- how many positions were we looking to fill? 
As many as possible, the town has a lot of control over the student body, their 
view on our conduct is very important as well, this can really put students in a 
better light, I listed a few committees up there that I feel would be important 
Nick- would people filling the seats just be senators or outside of senate?  
Jon- I do not have an opinion on that  
Silas- this is 100% dependent on student interest, I would know that I would 
proudly represent senate in one of these positions 
Colleen- how far from campus are these meetings? 
Jon- I am not sure for every meeting these are held in the town hall and council 
Doug- most meetings are in the town hall, its about a 10 minute walk  
Jon- it is not abnormal for us to ask of a student to go to this part of town 
Silas- who in here would be interested in sitting on the planning on these 
committees?  
Cam- I am a sitting member on some of these committees, it is not a big 
committee 
Sam- in order to serve on the council you have to declare residency for durham 
Cam- not to represent the University of New Hampshire, you just need to be a 
student 
Lincoln- you are only domicile where you claim to be, I think the point of this 
would be to look into the process, I don’t think that if there if there is a student 
position that they would be held to the same standard 
Cam- the town of durham is interested in seeing this, this is not unprecendent, 
this is just to make this more formal and concrete 
James- in the past years the inoversity has been expanding, this makes sense 
Shannon- I have had experience with working with school board, and I have been 
to a ton of district and twon meetings, this should 100% be passed 
 
 
 
 
Senate Action: Passes unanimously 
Speaker Verification:  



“Experience is the teacher of all things.” 
-Julius Caesar 

 

 
Student Senate Bill XXXVII – 35 Removal of Campus Structure Chairperson 

Introduced by: Campus Structure Chairperson, Zachary Dumont  
Date: December 6th, 2015 
 
Be it enacted by the Student Senate of the University of New Hampshire to 
remove the following individual as members of Campus Structure Chairperson for 
the remainder of session XXXVII: 
 
Zachary Dumont 
 
Lincoln- could you clean up the bill? 
Zach- for those of you who may not be aware I have been afforded the 
opportunity to go abroad to china next semester, with that in mind I am 
removing myself and the person who will hopefully be replacing me will do a 
great job 
Cam- Zach has been exceptional at his job.  
 
Senate Action: Passes with 4 nays 
Speaker Verification:  

 
Student Senate Bill XXXVII – 36 Approval of Campus Structure Chairperson 

Introduced by: Student Body President, Cameron Cook 
Date: December 6th, 2015 
 
Be it enacted by the Student Senate of the University of New Hampshire to 
approve the following individual as Campus Structure Chairperson for the 
remainder of session XXXVII: 
Aaron Scheinman  
 
After lots of conversation, the top candidate was Aaron Scheinman, he is very 
excited and knowledgeable about what is going on with campus structure.  
Zach- he is a fine senator, he has asked very thoughtful questions and has taken 
great interest in the  
Lincoln- I move into executive session for discussing personel issues 
Motion fails 
Danny- mr. sheinman is one of the most passionate and hardworking members 
of senate, vote yes.  



“Experience is the teacher of all things.” 
-Julius Caesar 

 

Conor- fun fact I actually thought he was on exec, he will be the fifth campus 
strucure chair in the past two years 
Lincoln- I am thrilled that he is slated to join us, he once asked me why things are 
the way they are 
Lincoln- was there a search done?  
Cam- no  
 
   
Senate Action: Passes unanimously with one abstention  
Speaker Verification:  
 
Other Business:  
 
Lincoln- move into the approval for the SAF 

- Lincoln- there is an article in the bylaws that states that the FAC will recommend a 
number for the SAF, we nice work working with budget,  this is the break down of the 
SAF the numbers in the boxes that each org gets out of the fee, any questions?  

- JP- from where do you get 91 dollars?  
- The fee needs to be rounded for the nearest dollar, we rounded up because that Is 

FAC’s recommendation 
- Jon- does that .80 go into reserves?  
- Yes 
- Ryan- say an org spends all their money can that 80 cents can they dip into that without 

going to the reserves 
- Abby- they would dip into the contingency fund 
- Lincoln- the FAC recommends that this be approved at this amount 
- Sam- does this not include a year book fee?  
- Not specifically 
- Sam- we don’t have a line for SPO 
- No not anymore 
- Ryan- was the decision by FAC unanimous 
- I believe there was one nay 
- Zach- having sat through 2 SAFC senate including some of them, I want to say that I will 

vote in favor of this and I am impressed 
- Ryan- what is the current SAF for this year? 
- 98 dollars 
- Lincoln- this is the break down, same as above, the next is just a percentage, 

Passes unanimously  
Lincoln- I motion to move into an explanatory session to explain the FAC process  
Lincoln- as you will see in your packet, I would like to go over the agenda, we are done 
with the Dec. 6 items FAC will work with gabe to write resolutions and create outlines to 



“Experience is the teacher of all things.” 
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load in data, December 8th we will have our FAC meeting, the FAC consultant will give a 
recommendation for the process, there will then be a FAC meeting TBD, we will then 
vote and debate on the invisions on the budgets for each department, the official 
recommendation for the student senate will then be mailed out that day. Come to FAC if 
you would like, I wanted to let everyone know the process.  
 
Aaron- we will be meeting this week 6:30 in the senate office 
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